Spiritist Conduct
On The Road
Andre Luiz (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)
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Demonstrate by example that Spiritists are
Christians in all places.
The Lord’s harvest is the entire world.
Collaborate keeping public roads clean.
Do not litter the sidewalks or throw waste
down the sewers.
Those with good values reveal themselves
in the smallest acts.
Respect with cordiality and kindness
the rights of others, of every passerby,
whoever they may be.
The practice of charity does not require
special circumstances.
Greet those whom you see on a daily
basis with serenity and joy, inspiring trust in
them.
A fraternal greeting is a badge of peace.
Demonstrate kindness and
understanding towards everyone, providing
good information to those who ask. Assist
the children, the sick, and anyone who
may feel overly tired in their transiting from
this or that duty.
Small gestures of solidarity sow
everlasting sympathy and joy.
Refrain from provoking upheaval by
speaking loudly or making inappropriate

jokes. Keep quiet and respectful around
private properties and show due respect
before hospitals, schools, temples and
prisons.
Moral elegance is the living seal of
education .
Do not make fun of the crippled, the
mentally ill or the homeless, nor of the
animals that cross your path.
The unfortunate deserve greater
compassion.
Protect with zeal pathways and yards,
monuments and sidewalks, trees and other
resources of beauty and comfort wherever
you may find yourself.
Public spaces are a living room for the
entire community.
“See then that ye walk circumspectly” –
Paul (Ephesians, 5:15).
Source: From the book Conduta Espirita by Andre Luiz (Spirit)
psychographed by Waldo Vieira, chapter 6, published by FEB. The
English version of the book is already with the publisher awaiting
its publication.
By “sympathy”, the spirit author means the sense of mutual
understanding (translators’ note).
By “education”, the spirit author means one’s upbringing,
politeness, civility, values, and beliefs, not just one’s education
level (translators’ note).

“The most afflicting issue for the Spirit in the Beyond is
the realization of wasted time,” affirmed Chico Xavier, the
renowned Brazilian Spiritist medium, who never wasted
a single minute of his life. He was truly hardworking for
he used every opportunity to be useful. The outcome of
his life choice has produced more than 462 books and
transformed millions of lives. And it all began with a major
decision in his life: to be a Spiritist!
As Chico Xavier became a Spiritist, he surrendered
to the Ideal in true selfless ways. But the most interesting
aspect of his decision was that nobody actually asked
him to be a Spiritist. He was never forced into it. He
was inspired by it. This is a very important component
of his decision, because there many people who think
that their loved ones will become Spiritists from the
outside in. That is a fallacy. Spiritism is an inner choice.
It is an inner decision of living life in the most integral
way: Spirit and Matter.
The decision to be a true Spiritist can promote
transformation to our lives and the lives of those with
us. “When well understood, Spiritism is for the life of
the soul what material labor is for the life of the body.
Use Spiritism for this purpose and be sure that when you
have done for your moral improvement half of what you
do to improve your material existence, you would have
helped Humanity to give a great step forward.1”
In this spiritual investment, we will inevitably find
ourselves gathering together with like-minded investors of
the soul. Spiritist centers then become the nuclei of such
spiritual investment in which we learn, love and serve.
Knowing all too well that being a Spiritist practitioner
(those who labor to practice Spiritism and serve others
through the Spiritist practice) requires effort and
discipline, we have outlined a few reminders that may
renew our commitment:
1.
Trust the voice of the good, knowing that it is
never intrusive, but always invitational. That means, do
not hesitate to fulfill the invitation of goodness. Just do
it.
2.
Always ask yourself: “Is what I am doing now
or about to do useful to the general good, including me?”
If yes, then keep on going with it. If no, say a prayer and
recalibrate to your Higher Self.
3.
As often as possible, exercise the immortal view
of your daily scenarios, considering the most harmonious
choices to make for one who will sooner or later be back
to the spiritual home, evaluating ever-lasting acquisitions
of the soul.
4.
Renew your commitment with the Christ on
Earth by visualizing our Governor and his illuminated
team instructing you and others to fulfill the design of
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God.
5.
“Seek the good, feel the good, visualize the
good and mold the good with all the resources that you
have a t hand.”2
6.
Believe in your divine nature and invest on it
with all your might. And remember that everyone else
is also divine in their nature. Invest on it as well.
7.
Time and health are actual concessions of God.
Since they are not actually ours, we better use them to
fulfill God’s will.
8.
“The only justifiable passions are those of
learning, helping and serving, for we know that Christ
is the Great Planner of our commitments.” 2
9.
Dedicate all achievements to Jesus Christ,
since “the Divine Master’s leadership becomes clearer
and clearer, and the general planning of the tasks are
reserved for disciples of all conditions based on his
Gospel of Wisdom and Love.”
In this proposal of spiritual investment, dear reader,
we have prepared this issue of the Spiritist Magazine to
share key information with you on how to boost your
Spiritist knowledge and practice. We sincerely hope that
it strengthens your commitment with yourself and the
Christ of the Earth.
Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD
Editor-in-Chief
1 A Spirit’s message – Read more in the article titled Solidarity in this issue
of the Spiritist Magazine.
2 Emmanuel in Living Spring, chapter 55, psychographed by Chico Xavier,
EDICEI.
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DIALOGUE BETWEEN SCIENCE AND SPIRITISM

Want to Know
the Power of
Thought?
> Brian Foster

A

bstract

According to Spiritism, thought has
power, it has consequences. How is this
possible? In the book, In the Domain of Mediumship
(Life in the Spirit World), inspired by Andre Luiz,
psychographed by Francisco C. Xavier, there are some
explanations.
Introduction

Ever since we were children, we have been
fascinated by the power of thought. Who, as a child,
hadn’t been worried that their thought caused, or
could have triggered a bad action, whether it was in
moments of anger against your parents, your dog, or
another object of scorn? As we grew up, we learned to
dismiss this idea, only primitive people’s still believed
The
Spiritist
in the “evil eye” and other forms of spells. Although,
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for many of us, we still retained a belief in the power
of positive thinking. This belief was more rooted
in fashioning ourselves to achieve as opposed to
guiding external events according to our desires.
We also hopped for some of the latter, but never
counted on it.
Accepting Spiritism radically changes this
paradigm. We are told we do radiate our mental
energies. In fact, we should be careful in what
we think, because our thoughts do indeed have
consequences.
How do we know all of this?
Thoughts are Mental Telegrams
Be careful of our thoughts. They leave our minds
and can draw in unwanted guests. Andre Luiz gives
an example of this, in his book, Workers of the Life
Eternal, where during a funeral, a group of people
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were talking about the deceased. One man started to
reveal that the deceased knew of a man who committed
murder, but never revealed the name, due to the high
position of the murderer. Andre Luiz describes what
happened next;
“At that moment, a horrendous figure followed by
others no less monstrous, appeared unexpectedly. The
figure approached the thoughtless commentator, and upon
hearing his last words, shook him, crying out;
‘I’m the murderer! What do you want from me? Why
have you called me? Are you a judge?’
The narrator was unable to see what I could, but his
body was shaken by an involuntary shudder, which drew
muffled laughter from all those present.”[1]
Examples, such as this one, are a constant theme in
literature inspired by Andre Luiz. Our thoughts are radio
waves, indiscriminately radiated in all directions. You
never know what person or spirit will tune at what time.
Additionally, do we completely understand the effect of
our thoughts? When we think badly of someone, are we
increasing that person’s chance of failure? Training our
minds to regulate our often chaotic thought ramblings
must be one of the primary reasons we are obligated to
live through numerous reincarnations.
How does it work?
In the book, In the Domain of Mediumship, Andre
Luiz is investigating different types of mediumship. In one
case, where a medium’s (Raul) ability is amplified by the
presence of a spirit, Clementino, Andre could detect the
great increase in power in the medium’s body. Andre’s
mentor catches his thoughts and supplies the answer;
“Brother Clementino’s mental forces acted upon the
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psyche of Raul, as electricity acts upon an electric bulb.
Pressing upon the solar plexus, it rises toward the neurocerebral system, much like electricity from a power plant

reaches a bulb, expanding through the incandescent
filaments to produce light.”[2]
Hence, while our minds are a mini generator, our
capacity can be amplified, by external forces, or by a
combination of minds focusing together, as in prayer.
This phenomenon has been detected by a group started
at Princeton University. A team of researchers have place
random number generators around the world. With the
assumption that the number would always be random.
They wanted to detect if events which caught the attention
of the world, or in just some local places where the random
number generators were located, could be modified by our
collective mental energies. The effort is called The Global
Consciousness Project.[3]
The method to detect the power of our mental energies
is to compare the expected results of a wide spectrum of
random number generators, which should have a relatively
smooth pattern of random numbers spread across the
world, to the actual results during an event. There are
many such events described in their web pages. The most
startling is the September 11th terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center. Here is their commentary and graph;
The graph of data from the formal prediction for
September 11 shows a fluctuating deviation throughout
the moments of the five major events, during which
ever-increasing numbers of people around the world
are hearing the news and watching in stunned disbelief.
Times of the major events are marked by boxes on the line
of zero deviation. The uncertain fluctuation of the EGG
data continues for almost half an hour after the fall of the
second WTC tower. Then, at about 11:00, the cumulative
deviation takes on a strong trend that continues through the
aftermath period and ultimately exceeds the significance
criterion. There were 37 eggs reporting on September 11,
and over the 4 hours and 10 minutes of the prediction
period, their accumulated Chisquare was 15332 on 15000
degrees of freedom. The final probability for the formal
hypothesis test was 0.028, which is equivalent to an odds
ratio of 35 to one against chance.[4]

As one can see, as the event unfolded, the effect of our
collective mental energies grew. Does this provide absolute
proof? No, but it is an interesting assessment by a group that
has no connection to Spiritism. A study that provides a hint
that academia is interested in measuring
our mental energy. These types of research
are just beginning, who knows what else
will be discovered in the future.
Back to Andre Luiz, he is interested in
the analogy of our thoughts and the light
bulb. He wishes to know how the energy
of the light bulb is related to our mental
forces. His instructor quickly perceived his
thoughts and explained the relationship;
“The bulb, in whose interior the light is
produced, disperses the photons which are
elements of nature that vibrate in physical
movements particular to them. Our soul, in
whose intimate ambient the radiating idea
is processed, projects the condensed spiritual elements into
various mental forces. The world acts one upon the other
through the radiation they emit, and the souls influence
one another via the mental agents they produce.”[5]
Hence, our mind does send out energy, not photons,
but another form, of which our science has not yet
explained. The normal functioning of our body supplies the
power, derived from our food intake, to allow our brains
the electrical and chemical power for our neurons to trigger
to internally form and emanate our thoughts. Andre takes
this logic and extrapolate to its logical conclusion.
“Just as we on Earth have an understanding of the
chemistry of dense matter by cataloging its atomic units, we
can also study the make-up of the mind. Cruel thoughts,
rebellion, sadness, love, comprehension, hope and
happiness have individual weights and make the soul more
dense or subtle, In addition, we can define it magnetic
qualities. Each mental wavelength possesses its specific
coefficients of energy expressed in silent concentration,
speech or written word.”[6]
If this statement is true, that by analyzing the
wavelengths radiating from our minds, we are able to
ascertain the general thoughts of a person, this explains
how spirits are able to mentally read our minds. More
worryingly, at some time in the future, a machine to read
minds would be possible.
Hence, our thoughts result in real manifestations of
power. They affects us and others around us, even into the
spirit world, from the highest to the lowest regions. Andre
Luiz sums up the importance of our minds.
“We are victims or beneficiaries of our own thoughts
according to the mental energies that we project. Thus,
we enslave ourselves by our own erroneous thoughts
or liberate ourselves toward progress, according to our

decisions and activities, in harmony or disharmony with
the eternal laws.”[7]
And, remember, that as we modify our thoughts, we
modify our perispirit, either elevating or falling in the
quality of our ratiocination, which following
the Law of Affinity, whereby like attracts like,
we are determining the level in which we will
exist in the Spirit realm. Reason enough to
begin the long road to exercise our mental
discipline.
Find out how Spiritism and the knowledge
that spirits are around us helping us to learn
to control our thoughts and to follow the right
path, read my book, 7 Tenets of Spiritism –
How They Impact Your Daily Life. Explore
why we are here on earth and how the life
we live has been preplanned to supply us
what we need to improve in our current life.
Author:
Brian Foster has a BSCS degree and a MBA. He has
worked in R&D for medical device corporations and in
IT for large financial institutions. Brian Foster has a blog at
http://www.nwspiritism.com.
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Solidarity
LA REVUE SPIRITE

A Spirit / Mr. Sabb (Medium)

> Allan Kardec
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G

lory to God and peace to those of good will!
The study of Spiritism should not be vain.
For some frivolous individuals, it is fun.

For serious individuals, Spiritism must be serious.
First of all, I reflected on one thing. You are not on
Earth to live there like animals, to vegetate like grasses
or trees. Grasses and trees have organic life, but do not
have intelligent life, as animals do not have moral life.
Everything lives, everything breathes in nature, but only
human beings feel and feel themselves.
How unfortunate and foolish are those who despise
themselves to the point of comparing themselves to a
stem of grass or an elephant! Let us not confuse the
genres or the species. They are not great philosophers
and great naturalists who, for example, see in Spiritism
a new edition of metempsychosis and, above all, of an
absurd metempsychosis. Metempsychosis is nothing
more than the dream of human imagination. An animal,
a vegetable reproduces and that’s it. Let this be said to
prevent old false ideas from being believed again in the
shadow of Spiritism.
Human, be human. Get to know where you have
come from and where you are going to. You are the
beloved child of God that has done everything and has
given you a goal, a destiny that you must accomplish
without knowing Him absolutely.
Are you necessary to God’s designs, His glory, His
own happiness? Unnecessary questions, because they are
insoluble. Rest assure though: You are necessary to God’s
designs. Be recognized by it, but being is not everything.
It is necessary to be according to the laws of the Creator,
which are your own laws. Launched into existence, you

are both cause and effect. At least for the present, you
cannot determine your role, neither as cause, nor as
effect, but you can follow God’s laws.
The main thing is this: Human beings are not isolated
beings. They are a collective being. A human individual
is in solidarity with another human individual. It is in
vain that they seek the complement of their being, that
is, happiness in themselves or in that which surrounds
them. They cannot find it except in humankind. Then
do nothing to be personally happy, as much as the
unhappiness of a member of Humanity, of a part of
yourself, may afflict you.
But, you will say, it is the moral you teach. Well,
morality is an old commonplace. Look around you:
what is more ordinary, more common than the periodic
succession of day and night, than the need to feed and
clothe yourselves? This is what all your care tends to, all
your efforts. And it is necessary, for so the material part
of your being requires it.
But isn’t your nature double, and aren’t you more
spirit than body? How come, then, it is more difficult for
you to remember the moral laws than the physical laws
which you apply at all times?
If you were less worried and less distracted, we would
not need to repeat it to you.
Let’s then not move away from our subject. When
well understood, Spiritism is for the life of the soul what
material labor is for the life of the body. Use Spiritism
for this purpose and be sure that when you have done
for your moral improvement half of what you do to
improve your material existence, you would have helped
Humanity to give a great step forward.

Source: Revista Espírita by Allan Kardec, July 1867, pages
310-312, published by FEB.
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ESSENTIAL

Spiritual View of
a Spiritist Center
Eugenio S. Vitor
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... Satisfying, however, our essential objective, we
take advantage of the minutes we have to talk to you
about the canvas of our activities.

L

ike in other shrines of our faith guided
by devotion to the good, the Higher
Plan keeps operating and selfless teams

of assistance dedicated to Spirituality. Our
Spiritist home is today a small but expressive
harbor of aid, built like an outpost.
It counts with the supervision and cooperation
of a large body of medical and religious individuals,
including Catholic priests, evangelical ministers and
Spiritist mediums who are already discarnated, as
well as magnetizers, nurses, guards and stretcher
bearer. There is here various tasks of a permanent
nature.
Our meeting is guaranteed by three protective
magnetic zones.
The first zone encompasses the audience itself
and those discarnated individuals who are assigned
to the evening task.
The second zone encompasses a larger circle in
which some dozens of fellows agglomerate still in
need of aid and clarification.
The third zone is even larger. It surrounds the
building with the watch-care of sentinels, because
beyond this zone there is a compact mob of brothers
and sisters who are not yet able to partake, in a closer
way, in our effort in the learning of the Gospel. This
crowd resembles the one we often see in the
Catholic, Spiritist or Protestant temples, with
provisional incapacity to participate in the cultivation
of faith.
There is the largest part of our team of spiritual
officials who preserve the magnetic defensive lines,

right next to the coordination of our activities.
In front of the board, there are the fellows of
struggles that we have already referred.
And, on the opposite side of the entrance door,
we have two offices with relief beds in which the
care service is extended.
Between the two, there is a large electronic
network of containment designated for the shelter
and control of rebellious or recalcitrant discarnates.
Such networks is a model of the many that inspired
Modern Medicine regarding the treatment by
electroshock.
And so is organized our home to develop the
fraternal work for which it is committed in favor
of those who only found disturbances after death.
Very briefly, we point out the sector of our
activities. We must remember that, above the
common earth crust, we have an atmospheric belt
that we classify as “dense belt” with approximately
50 kilometers of depth. Beyond it, we have the
“light belt” with the depth of approximately 950
kilometers, adding a thousand kilometers above the
sphere in which you presently breathe.
In this great aerial world, we find multiple
discarnate souls together with various species of
sub-human creatures in mental development
towards humanity.
Millions of Spirits feed themselves of the
Earth’s atmosphere. They often take a long time
contemplating their inner view and creations in
which they habitually move around like the kelp
that nourishes itself, while absorbing the principles
of the sea.
Source: From the book Educandário de Luz by Several
Spirit-Authors through Francisco C. Xavier, 1984, IDEAL.
The Spiritist
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Communion
with God
> Humberto de Campos (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)
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T

he teachings of the Master regarding
prayer always left the disciples somewhat
perplexed, almost invariably because of the

new ideas therein portraying the concept of God as
a caring and friendly Father. Jesus was never tired
of stressing the need of communion with God’s
love. And that seemed to be an obscure problem
that an individual in the world would not be able
to resolve.
At that time, the Essenes were a group of scholars
concerned with the sciences of the soul. They conducted
their activities differently because there was no public
expression of their principles. Eager to satisfy his own
curiosity, John tried to meet them up close, to hear their
points of view concerning communal relations with God.

compelled to reserve other lessons of the Gospel of the
Kingdom for the future, when the divine magnanimity will
allow the voice of the Consoler be heard among human
beings eager for knowledge.
“Have you not noticed the number of times that
I need to use parables so that the revelation does not
overwhelm the general understanding? With regard to
the communion of our souls with God, I did not forget
to recommend that every spirit prays in the privacy of
their own heart, in the silence of their holiest hopes and
aspirations. Every person should establish their own path
to the higher plane, building within them the divine
sanctuary of faith and confidence, wherein they may
interpret the will of God with respect to their destiny.
The communion of the individual with the Creator is,
therefore, an imperative of existence. And prayer is the
illuminated path between the human heart and the Father
of infinite goodness.”

One day, John sought the Master to listen more
broadly about the doubts that troubled his heart.

The apostle heard the comments of the Master
looking sternly meditative. He, however, replied, “But
should prayer be praise or petition?”

“Master,” he said anxiously, “I have earnestly desired
to understand my duties regarding prayer, but I feel that
my soul is taken by certain hesitation. I yearn for such
everlasting communion with the Father, yet the most
antagonistic thoughts oppose my wishes. Even today,
while expressing my thoughts about my spiritual needs to
a friend who learns from the Essenes, he assured me that
I need to understand that all spiritual edification must be
done at an internal level. But his remarks confused me
even more. How can I understand this? Should I, then,
hide what is holiest in my heart?”

Jesus kindly answered, “By the word prayer, we must
mean every act of relationship between human beings
and God. Due to this reason, both as an expression of
gratitude or as a petition, prayer is always an effort of
the individual before Providence. Those who only plead
may be ignorant, and those who praise may only be lazy.
However, anyone who works for good through deeds and
thought, is the child who has learned to pray, in worship
or petition. Because of this, they will be faithful to God
under any circumstance since they will be aware that the
Father’s will is fairer and wiser than their own.”

Drawn from his meditations, the Messiah answered
with mildness:

“And how can we be loyal to God in prayer?”
the apostle questioned, highlighting his intellectual
difficulties. “Isn’t prayer already in itself a sign of trust?”

“John, all doubts that trouble you occur because
you have not yet understood that every human has a
shrine within their own spirit where the wisdom and
love of God manifest themselves through the voices of
their conscience. The Essenes take the idea of concealed
work too far because, above all, we need to accept
that truth and goodness must be an asset of the whole
of humankind in common. However, it is essential to
understand that we must give to everyone according to
their own needs. In this regard, the Essenes are correct
regarding the zeal that characterizes them, because
ointments reserved for the injured are not offered to the
hungry who need bread. Also I have stated that I cannot
teach everything I had wanted to to my disciples, being

Jesus stared at him with his imperturbable serenity
and replied:
“Do you also fail to understand? Despite the
confidence expressed in prayer and the faith confided
to the superior providence, we need to recognize the
certainty that the heavenly designs are wiser and more
merciful than our own whims. It is necessary that each
person unites themselves to the Father, communing
with his generous and righteous will even if they are
disappointed on certain occasions. In short, it is essential
that we be of God. In regard to the lessons of such loyalty,
let us observe nature itself in its simplest manifestations.
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The laws of God take action within nature and we must
recognize that all such laws match his loving wisdom.
Nature becomes God’s faithful servant in the universal
plan. Have you ever heard of the Sun moving away
from the sky, tired of the dark landscape of the Earth,
claiming the need of rest? Have the waters deprived the
globe from their benefits in any year under the excuse of
indispensable rest? In spite of unpleasant characteristics,
storms have never failed to clean the atmosphere. Despite
the wailing of those who cannot stand humidity, rain
has not ceased to fertilize the earth! John, it is necessary
to learn faithfulness to God through the laws of nature!
Whoever follows them in the world, plants and harvests
abundantly. To observe our loyalty to the Father is to
sow and to reap the most beautiful crops of the soul in
the infinite. Note, therefore, that the whole problem of
prayer is in building the kingdom of heaven among the
feelings of our hearts, realizing that the divine attributes
are also found in us.”
The apostle accepted those clarifications, filled with
good will towards achieving perfect understanding of
them.
“Master,” John respectfully confessed, “your teachings
open a new road into my soul. However, I ask you, with
the sincerity of my affection, to teach me at the first
opportunity how I should understand that God is also
within us.”
The Messiah fixed his translucent gaze upon John.
Making it clear that he could not be more explicit with
the use of words, he only said, “I promise you.”
The conversation that we have just narrated
happened in the neighborhoods of Jerusalem in one of
the occasional absences of the Master from the circle of
his beloved spiritual family in Capernaum.
On the following day, Jesus and John went to Jericho
to follow the travel itinerary organized by the Master.
On their walking tour, they observed the sparsity of
beauty along the pathway scarcely favored by Nature. The
landscape was barren and the existing trees had curled
fronds showing the poverty of the region, which did not
encourage its development.
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Not far from a small farm, the teacher and apostle
found a simple farmer digging a large well beside the
road. Beads of sweat dropped from his forehead, but
his strong arms worked the land in his eagerness to seek
the precious liquid.

Before that scene, Jesus stopped on the pretext of
a brief rest. And revealing the interest that such effort
awakened in him, Jesus asked the farmer, “Friend, what
are you doing?”
“I seek the water we lack,” the man responded with
a smile.
“Is rain so scarce in these locations?” replied Jesus,
showing loving care.
“Yes. Lately, rain has become a true grace of God
near Jericho.”
The countryman continued his exhausting work. But
pointing at him, the Messiah said to John in a friendly
tone:
“This picture of Nature is quite simple. However,
it is in simplicity that we find the purest symbols. John,
note that this man understands that without rain there
would be no water sources on earth, but he does not
stop looking for the reservoir that the Divine Providence
stored underground. The image is stark, yet it is enough
for you to understand how God also resides in us. In
such an analogy, we have to understand the rain as
the favor of God’s mercy, without which we would not
have anything. This deserted landscape of Jericho may
represent the human soul, empty of sanctifying feelings.
This worker symbolizes the active Christian digging along
the arid paths, often with sacrifice, sweat and tears, to
find the divine light in his heart. And water is the most
perfect analogy of God’s essence, which is both in heaven
and on Earth.”
The disciple accepted those words, knowing that he
had gained an eternal illumination. He contemplated
the large well, where the clear water began to emerge
after immense effort by the humble farmer who had
been looking for it for many days. He had achieved a
clear understanding of what constituted the necessary
communion with God. Experiencing an indefinable joy in
his heart, John took the hands of the Messiah and kissed
them with the joy of his awakened spirit. Comforted as
someone who had won a great inner struggle, John felt
that he had finally understood.

Source: Book “Boa Nova” (Good News) by Humberto de
Campos (Spirit) through the psychography of Chico Xavier,
chapter 19, published by FEB.
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Testimony and
Service
SPIRITIST TIP

> Dias da Cruz (Spirit) / Andrei Moreira (Medium)
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P

redicting its profound renewal, the Earth
upheaves and convulses before relational
dramas, which reflect the inferior condition

of its inhabitants in need of spiritual education
and redemption. Crime, hate, violence, and
disrespect are exhibited in society while terrorizing
unsuspected beings who seem to see within the
social landscape the complete dissolution of
customs, morality, and religious values.

As heirs of Victorian society, in which looks were
more important than reality, today’s families see
themselves faced with a range of difficulties resulting
from inversions of order and acts of violence from their
family members. These acts reveal the inner realities
of the family. However, it is noticed that modern
society manifests an illness due to its lack of superior
moral references, which can guide the development
and the awakening of everyone’s superior and divine
potentials. There is a need for public and social figures
who exemplify the Gospel through their daily living
and through genuine love which spreads kindness
for, agreeability to, knowledge of, and submission to
the Creator.
In this context, the development of spiritualist
ideals is seen, and although matters of spirituality,
love and Jesus have never been referred to so often
on Earth, the world is still in need of the living Gospel
of the Lord, and the renewed Christian who inspires
through example. It is urged that those who are already
aware of the Gospel’s greatness, because of its value
for personal renewal, give a personal testimony by
their good deeds. The Lord said; “shine your light
before men so that your good deeds may glorify your
Father who is in the heavens”. Christian audacity is not
egoistical or vane, but rather embodies the courage to
show oneself as a Christian servant, and a follower of
the Creator through the examples which inspire and
transform. After all, it is clearly written in The Spirits’
Book, through words from the Lord’s spirits: “Evil
dominates because the good are shy”.
Source: Book Pills of Trust by Dias da Cruz psychographed by
Andrei Moreira, chapter 8, published by AME Editora, Brazil.
When you buy the book Pills of Trust at www.ssvirginia.org , you
are helping sponsor the outreach efforts of Fraternity Without
Borders (www.fraternitywithoutborders.org).
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Feminism
CURRENT

> Augusto Cezar (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

Y

ou ask me what feminism is, perhaps
overestimating my ability to respond.

The subject, however, reminded me of a
story repeated by several chroniclers who are interested
in popular traditions.
I give you this explanation so that you do not consider
me a plagiarist with joking and mocking adjectives.
It is said that Jesus, accompanied by some disciples,
travelled the environs of Jerusalem towards the city of
Jericho.
The Master changed the plan of the excursion through
many paths in order to visit the needy and the sick.
At a given moment, the group did not know how
to find the right path and there was heated exchange
of opinions.
In the midst of this, the figure of a traveler, whose
presence seemed providential to the companions of the
Good News, stood out.
Noting that the stranger was walking away from
the bystanders, Simon Peter stood in front of him and
interrogated:
“Friend, would you be so kind to inform us as to the
exact way to Jericho?”
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The stranger locked the face that showed his
discontentment and replied:
“Who told you that I am a guide for vagabonds? I
have more to do. I do not risk contact with criminals and
thieves. You may go to wherever you want to.”

Having said this, he walked away in a faster pace.
Disappointed, Peter addressed Jesus, commenting:
“Master, did you see that insolence? It is not fair to
endure foolishness! Certainly, heaven will punish this
brute, imposing the punishment that he deserves.”
The Christ listened, apprehensive, and pondered:
“Peter, do not judge anyone without the precise
knowledge ... Who is this man? Maybe he is a sick person
or a desperate one ...”
The expectation reappeared in the apostles, when
a beautiful young woman carrying a jug of water in the
head appeared before them.
Simon Peter stepped forward and addressed her by
repeating the petition he had made to the aggressive and
exasperated traveler.

“The best way to Jericho?” The girl asked, smiling.
Immediately, she put the pot on the floor and
proceeded to gently explain how they would reach the
city without major obstacles. In addition, she encouraged
the apostles to walk with her expression of charming
optimism.
When the dialogue was over, she picked up the
overflowing vase of clear water and kept on travelling...
Simon Peter came to Jesus and spoke to him
intimately.
“Master, did you notice the difference? One is the
brute who disregarded us and the other is this generous
girl. They are like an animal and a flower.”
Before the Lord, who had become pensive, Peter

insisted:
“Lord, what will be the reward Heaven will give to this
young woman who has rendered such a big service to us?”
Jesus smiled and spoke to the apostle aloud:
“Yes, Peter, this young woman will be rewarded, and
her prize will be to marry the brute man who came here,
so that she can bring him up to God and to life.”
General surprise closed the subject.
That’s it, my dear. If a woman forsakes us by refusing
to fulfill the mission that Heaven has assigned to her,
surely all of us, the men still bound to Earth, will be lost ...
Source: From the book Fotos da Vida (Photos of Life) by Several
Spirit-Authors through Francisco C. Xavier, Lesson 4, Page 18,
1989, GEEM.
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DISCOVERING THE REAL WORLD
WITH DIVALDO FRANCO

Mediumistic
Services
> Euripedes Barsanulfo (Spirit)

A

mong the mediumistic activities to
which I devoted myself while on Earth,
the treatment with the obsessed always

signified to me delicate ministry and creditor of
greater commitment.

>

To follow the trajectory of a being subjected to the
dismantled mind of another, which uses the spiritual
situation to reclaim spiritual values that do not belong to
them since everything comes from God, or to demand
payment for moral damages, it always expressed to
me as a form of personal suffering; that which was
not only felt by the hallucination of the host, but also
to comprehend the unhappiness of its transient guest.
Whenever facing this tenacious infirmity, I sought to

penetrate the core of the avenger to awaken him to the
happiness he postponed only by whim, ignorance or
defiance. However, accustomed to the abandonment
to which he gave himself to the suffering that drags him
on, that brother of Calvary was reluctant to believe my
feelings, always assuming I kept underling motives, such
as displacing him away from the incarnate and the likeminded ones, without any consideration for his pain.
Avoiding fruitless arguments, I always sought to radiate
sympathy and understanding for their drama, being able
to sensitize a large number of misguided minds.
Therefore, in the plot of obsession, not only do
you find those in disarray that cry and despair, but also
those that apply the whip, the seemingly insensitive
executioner. The latter is always someone that lost the
route to themselves, and consequently, the identification
with life. To approach their painful situation through
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sincere emotion is of profound significance, because
the radiation of the mind is more powerful than the
verbalization that can be devoid of legitimate vibration.
Therefore, love, expressed or not, is the most powerful
resource to be used at our reach other than any
well-woven arguments, however, devoid of vitalizing
resources, which are necessary to everyone who is found
in lack of affection. Invariably, the persecutors are Spirits
in great need, suspicious and weary, because they were
victims of deceit and betrayals related with their feelings
of nobility and sincerity.
Given the need for reimbursement of debts incurred
by the abuse of the trust that was given to us, it becomes
necessary for us to plunge into the flesh in order to
redo the paths, the affections, and the opportunities.
Before the reincarnatory voyage, the still-lucid candidate
promises fidelity and devotion in harmony with the
spiritual friends that stay in Erraticity to help accomplish
the duty. Soon however, the body overshadows the
spiritual lucidity, decreasing it, and the impositions of
matter come to predominate in the being in the rebeginning to be quite often away from the path traced out
for him. This is why Spiritism, representing the return of
Jesus to Earth by means of the Comforter, plays a sublime
mission to awaken sleeping consciences by providing it
direct exchange with the world of origin, from which
they draw the energies needed for the fulfillment of
the task and willing souvenirs for further commitments.
And it is also during the carnal resort that happened the
illuminative struggles, when former adversaries have to
meet and mingle, in principle, under the suffrage of pain,
because they defrauded the Laws, unable to escape from
them, only to surrender to love, fraternity.
As such, the matrices, which are in the perispirit, are
printed marks of the guilty conscience. Such matrices
provide inductions and fixations between creditors and
debtors, expressing themselves in obsessive afflictions for
both tormented individuals. Therefore, nobody on Earth
is exempt from the communion with the Spirits, be it
for the purposes of reparations, manifesting themselves
through prescriptive inspiration and in the direction for
the happy course they want to achieve. This relationship
is part of the process of evolution, because the growth
or decline of someone always reverberates in the great
spiritual family that we form. We therefore recognize
that reincarnation is always a challenge, especially for
those who want to perform the meritorious work of
spiritualization of humanity, beginning with themselves.
There are many natural impediments that arise on
such occasions, trying to embarrass or hinder the
implementation of the outlined program.
24
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The carnal path is always a high risk experience
for those who want to reach the mountain ridges of
the beatitudes. Recalling the Master, we find that He
conquered the three mounts that challenged Him:
Tabor, where He was transfigured in resplendent beauty
before Moses and Elijah, who came to revere Him and
the disciples who had not yet known the depth of His
greatness. It was the mount of spiritual communion in
its highest sense. The second was the one in which he
sang the Beatitudes, revolutionizing the codes of ethics,
economics and moral alignment in society, opening new
horizons for understanding the spiritual values. And
finally, the Golgotha, where apparently won, triumphed,
immortal, He put himself as the bridge to the perpetual
communion between all creatures with the Father. On
the first, He unveiled himself; on the second, He set
guidelines of love and, on the third, He lived all the
teachings that He enunciated.
The Spirit that reincarnates with the liberating task
will always be called to testify on the mounts where
equivalent problems wait for him. On the first, he should
get to know the objective to which he dedicates himself;
on the second, he shall align himself to the behavior to
which he is committed; and on the third, he shall live with
balance and abnegation until the final moment. This is not
too much, because he will never lack the indispensible
support to his accomplishment, which comes from the
vigilant and active spiritual world. This is why, once
started the task in the harvest, one must not look back.
We have gathered here at this time to receive a dear
friend who is in the terrestrial shadows in a very well
scheduled task, however he walks in broad steps to the
madness of human passions into which he indulges. He
has been hypnotized by opponents of his progress, as
well as by systematic enemies of the liberation of the
human minds in obsessive wounds. We must invite our
fellow to give accurate reflections and, once again, try
to dissuade him from the spans goals that he has been
embracing in mad suffering. On Earth, he is looking for
pleasure and deception, fame and popularity, forgetting
Jesus who is becoming secondary, or worse, He becomes
an instrument of attraction for his shameful desires of
sensation. When one is too concerned with his own
promotion, he forgets the reason of work, which becomes
secondary. Since physical existence is very brief and
soon ends, the deluded awakens in the abyss of late
repentance, marked by protracted sufferings.
Source: From the book Tormentos da Obssessao by Manoel
Philomeno de Miranda (Spirit) / Divaldo Franco (Medium), LEAL
publisher. The book is already translated into English since 2012.
We await its publication by its publisher.
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INSIGHT

Mental
Concentration
> André Luiz (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)
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F

riends, much is talked about mental
concentration.

to Christ.

Circles of faith focus on untimely appeals

Companions of the Ideal concentrate with flawless
exterior silence, sustaining an inadequate inner shout.
However, we must ask ourselves what resources
we are putting together.
Simply words or simply supplications?
We know that the just request must be based on
fair law.
Putting your head between your hands, it is
imperative to remember that it is up to us to revisit,
in such attitude, the results of our daily lives, the little
prizes acquired in the regeneration of ourselves and
the vibrations that we are spreading along our path.
That is why we unpretentiously offer our companions
some reminders, which we consider of importance in
guaranteeing our spiritual concentration.
1. Outside the sanctuary of your faith, do not
forget the respectable approach that is assigned to
you within it.
2. Keep your ears against the tubas of calumny
or slander, knowing that you must listen to the
construction of the good.

3. Do not lend your word to unworthy words, so
that the suggestions of the Higher Sphere find your
mouth clean.
4. Do not fixate your eyes onto the faults of
others, understanding that you have been called to
see in order to assist others.
5. Fulfill your everyday duty however unpleasant
or embarrassing it may be, recognizing that education
does not arise without discipline.
6. Learn to find time to live with good books,
improving your own knowledge.
7. Do not indulge in anger or discouragement,
in lightness or in unhappy desires, so that your
soul does not become a note out of tune in the
harmonious whole of prayer.
8. Walk in the climate of optimism and goodwill
towards all.
9. Do not hang your imagination on the gray
hanger of complaint and do not visualize the evil
of anyone.
10. Cultivate constant and selfless assistance to
others. It is in the forgetting of the “self” that you
will be able to concentrate your mental energies on
prayer. And thus, your thought will rise, victorious,
to serve in the name of God.
Source: From the book Educandário de Luz by Several SpiritAuthors through Francisco C. Xavier, 1984, IDEAL.
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Surrender
SPIRITISM FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

>

28

Bernadete Leal, M.Ed.

W

hat can a parent do when his child is
making poor choices?

God gave us free will. It is through
the use of it that we grow, and by learning from our
experiences and the results of our actions. Children, at
a very early age, practice making choices with a strong
support of parents at first, and slowly they become
more independent as they get older.
It is normal for a parent, who loves his child
unconditionally, wanting to protect him. So, when
it comes to the child’s exercising his own free will, a
parent has the burning desire to influence that choice
just to make sure that there is no harm to the child.
The same way a caring parent makes sure that his child
is wearing a helmet, knee and elbow pads when he is
learning how to skateboard.
But reality shows that we cannot always protect the
child and enfold him in bubble wrap. Some injuries
may be out of our control, no matter how many times
we have talked, explained, or warned the child about
the danger of certain actions. We may have the blessing
of having a strong willed- child who has a strong desire
to be independent and who likes adventures.
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Parents may feel sad, frustrated, worried when
they see their children suffering and going on a path
in which they may get hurt. But it is important to keep
in mind that when a spirit is placed in our hands to be
wisely raised and guided, it does not mean that that
child has to always to agree with everything that we
think is right, and regularly comply with our wishes,
even if we have the good intention to protect them.
Otherwise they will not grow and learn with their
own choices. Plus, each person is in a different level
of progress. We all feel and perceive the world in
different ways.
So when parents believe that they have done
everything in their power to help and lead their
children or a loved one into a good path, but their
children choose to continue making poor choices, then
there are 2 things that can be done: 1) step aside and
trust that God is in control, and 2) surrender.
Have you thought about surrendering? Not as a
negative way of giving up but surrendering to love
and to God. If despite of all attempts to help and solve
an issue, parents still feel stuck and do not see the
expected results, then it is time to let go. When we
fully surrender to love, our perspective changes, and
we will feel peace, because true love comes with true
understanding. Trust the Creator, and have faith in you
and all the work and the seeds that you have planted
in your child’s life and that will flourish one day.

The work that parents have done was not in vain.
God has seen all their efforts. Chapter 14 of The Gospel
According to Spiritism says about how parents feel and
their work raising a child: “But as for the very natural
heartache they feel from the failure of their efforts, God
reserves a great and immense consolation through the
certainty that it is only a delay and that it will be given
to them to achieve in another existence the work they
began in this one, and that someday their ungrateful
children will repay them with love.”
When we surrender to God, we stop spending or
wasting energy to change a situation or someone that
is out of our control. When we calm our hearts and
our minds, we will be able to see and hear inspiration
from the good spirits, have strength to handle the
circumstances with more wisdom and acceptance.
Recognize when it is time to stop swimming against
the current because it is tiring, exhausting, as we get
soaked in negative thoughts.
When we release our worries to God, love takes
place in our heart. Instead of worrying, love your
child, not with your ego or controlling and protective
feelings but love with freedom. When we love, we
want the person who we love to be free. We cannot
keep someone protected in a cage forever, or worse,
keeping ourselves in a cage suffocated with stress and
anxiety. God, respects 100% our free will even when
He sees the results of our actions, and He does not stop
loving us, helping us to get back on our feet, giving us
many chances to start it over. God is infinitely loving
and patient with us. So be the same with your child,
be patient with your child.

In chapter 9 of The Gospel According to Spiritism,
a Spirit friend says, “Patience too is a form of charity
and you must practice the law of charity taught by
Christ, the envoy of God.” and it continues saying:
“Life is difficult. I know. It is composed of a thousand
nothings, which are pinpricks that end up hurting us.
But we must consider the duties imposed on us, the
consolations and compensations we receive in return,
and then we will see that the blessings are more
numerous than the sorrows. The burden seems less
heavy when we look to heaven than when our brow
is bent toward the ground.”
Let us not spend too much time trying to change
circumstances that are out of our control. Instead,
let us surrender our trials to God and let it go. Allow
God to do His work with you and through you. As
Marianne Williamson once said, “Something amazing
happens when we surrender and just love. We melt
into another world, a realm of power already within
us. The world changes when we change. The world
softens when we soften. The world loves us when we
choose to love the world.”
Bernadete Leal, M.Ed., has been a Spiritist educator devoting
her time to compiling materials and resources to educate
children and youth in Spiritism in the United States. She is the
coordinator of the Education for Youth and Children with the
United States Spiritist Council. Leal is also a great collaborator
of Kardec Radio team. This article has been featured at Kardec
Radio through its weekly segment YES with Bernadete Leal.
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Mission of the
Spiritist Temple
> Emmanuel (Spirit) /Chico Xavier (Medium)

I

n essence, a Spiritist temple is an school in which the laws of Being, Destiny, Evolution and
the Universe are examined clearly by shedding light and articulating guidance. However,
for such reason, the Spiritist temple should not be converted into an institute of mere
academic concerns.
The Spiritist temple will keep the exchange of knowledge from experienced workers whenever
necessary, but it will not place it above the work of teaching the Gospel to the public.
The Spiritist temple will encourage the tribune in which the exquisite word will honor the
principles before educated and attentive assemblies; however, it will not forget the heart-to-heart
fraternal understanding in which the wiser companions patiently make themselves available to
respond to questions and to calm the anxieties of the least educated.
The Spiritist center will provide precious information to the researchers of Truth in the sphere
of the superior knowledge that it conveys; however, it will work with greater devotion in favor of
the fallen in trial and the necessity that knocks at the door, crushed with suffering.
The Spiritist center will prestige the science of the world that suppresses illness and it will
value the benefit of prayer and healing magnetism in the relief of the ill.
The Spiritist center will divulge teaching by multiplying bread.
Reviving Christianity, a Spiritist temple is a home of human solidarity in which the stronger
brothers and sisters are the support of the weaker ones. In such temple, the happier individuals
are brought in to shelter those who moan under misfortune.
In this sense, it is licit to recall the appeals addressed by the Spiritual World to the Spiritists
through the Kardecian Codification in item 4 of chapter 20 of The Gospel According to Spiritism,
which points to us the right direction:
“Go, therefore, and deliver the divine word to the great ones who will despise it, to the
scholars who will demand proof, to the small and simple who will accept it, because, especially
between the martyrs of labor in the earthly trials, you will find fervor and faith.
Go! You will be received with hymns of gratitude and praises to God, the holy consolation
that you will bring to them, and they will bow their faces and give thanks for the afflictions which
the earth has given them. “
Spiritists, let us reflect!
Let us study by feeling, understanding, building, and helping always.
Let us help our neighbors, supporting also all those who make an effort to help.
Jesus called the team of the apostles, who secured the coverage for the redemptive work,
neither to be incensed and nor to enclose them in an ivory tower, but to raise the condition of
faithful friends, able to bless, to comfort, to instruct and to serve people who constitute their
loving family of the heart in all the latitudes of the Earth.
Source: From the book Educandário de Luz by Several Spirit-Authors through Francisco C. Xavier, 1984, IDEAL.
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JOANNA DE ANGELIS’ SPIRITIST PSYCHOLOGY

Exercising
Dignity
>
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Iris Sinotti, Psy.D.

O

ne day a friend reported a curious
experience of her son, who, at that
time, was 8 years old.

Ready with notepad and pen in hand, he asked his
mother’s friend, a psychotherapist he admired: “What do
I need to do to become an Archangel?” Surprised by the
question, the psychotherapist replied that the Archangels
are distinguished by some virtue they develop in depth.
Continuing the dialogue, he tried to clarify the boy’s
motives by asking him: “Are you a brave boy?” The boy
thought and answered: “I think it is more a matter of
opportunity, because we all have courage, but sometimes
we do not have the opportunity to show it or we do not
know we have it, and then we are afraid…” This curious
dialogue, summarized here, can, in some way, help us to
understand the exercise of human dignity. In our essence,
we possess values and skills that, in reality, we do not
even know we have; only after a long journey of the
individuation process will they be manifested in plenitude,
benefitting not only ourselves, but also the community
that surrounds us. However, until they reach the point
of their full development, the virtues require from the
individual a deep commitment towards their conquest, as
well as taking advantage of the opportunities presented to
manifest them. The acquisition of dignity becomes very
challenging, since it has many qualities that go with it, such
as nobility, sincerity, respect, ethics, humility and several
others that we could list. We exercise dignity when we
are sincere, because we show others what we really are,
as well as recognizing our shortcomings and limitations.
Only then, can they worked on and transformed; we
continue the exercise when we are willing to do our best
in an ethical manner and respect the differences. And
even if no one recognizes our dignity, having peace of
mind is the best sign that we are on the way to conquer
it. And answering the little boy: “It is certain that one day
we will become Archangels, but before that we will have
to be human beings in totality; then we will be worthy of
acquiring the plenitude.

Iris Sinoti is a clinical psychologist in Brazil. As Spiritist, she and
her husband Claudio have been leading the psychological
studies of the works by Joanna de Angelis through the
books psychographed by Divaldo Franco. The current article
was first published in The Journal of Psychological Studies,
issue 52.
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The Ideal
Attitude of
the Spiritist
> Haroldo Dutra Dias

A

Brazilian journalist asked Haroldo
Dutra Dias what should be the ideal
attitude of the Spiritist before the

political events in Brazil.
His answer was: “The Spiritist must first look
within himself and anul all the corrption that exists in
himself, then he must look for all possible corruption
in his home, then he must look for it in his Spiritist
center. Then anul all possible corruption.
It is by modelling that the Spiritist will contribute
in this current moment, while praying for the
unhappy people of the way.”
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CHICO XAVIER

Chico’s Visits in
Dreams

36

> Umberto Fabbri
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W

e were aware of the easiness that
Chico had in leaving his body.
However, there was probably
much more to know than that which we
were aware of.
On one of our visits to Uberaba, Chico was
a little down about his health, and evidently
none of us wanted to extend our visit to his
home in order to allow his full recovery. We
made quicker visits without getting into long
conversations, which usually lasted for hours
on end. One of our friends said: “It’s too
bad that Chico’s health isn’t great, because
this time we can’t talk with him as we have
done before.” We all agreed that the most
important thing was his quick recovery, which
always occurred because he had a great
mission to carry out.
When Mrs. Yolanda went to visit him on
Sunday, the day of our return to São Paulo,
Chico said:
“Yolanda, tell the boys,” and that’s what
he lovingly called us, “that I’m going to visit
them during the
night for us to work and converse a bit.”
>

We have always been faithful to Kardec’s
advice: it is necessary to pass everything
through the screen of reason, study, and
research, and not accept anything that
violates good sense.
During the week after our return, on
one of the nights, I had a dream about
the medium, a real, live dream: we were
working in attending to people, and the
little bit that I remembered is that he was
conversing with a group, and then we took
our leave as always. I gave him a kiss on the
cheek, which was immediately returned.
The next day, one of our friends who
had been with us in Uberaba told me:
“Interesting. Last night I dreamt about
Chico.” It could be interesting, but this was
the time to compare, to check.
“And what was it like?” I asked.
To my surprise, his details were amazingly
similar, with richness of detail. It was literally
the confirmation of what he had said to D.
Yolanda: “Tell the boys that I will visit them
during the night for us to work and converse
a bit.”
Source: Book Chico Xavier: Stories from a Friend from Another
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11th U.S. Spiritist
Symposium
PAST AND FUTURE NEWS

On May 6, the United States Spiritist Federation
organized the 11th U.S. Spiritist Symposium at the
UCF Rosen College of Hospitality Management
located on 9907 Universal Blvd, Orlando, FL 32819.
More than 220 people attended the extraordinary
meeting dedicated to the study and understanding of
the central theme Reincarnation: The Logic Behind
Divine Justice.
The event counted on the efforts of 32 sponsoring
centers and organizations. It also had Spiritist
educational activities for children and youth
organized by the Department of Children and Youth
of the Florida Spiritist Federation.
New services were introduced this year that the
symposium: the Welcome Station, among them:
1. Information about Spiritist Events
2. Information about where to find a center
near you
3. Book guidance
4. Fraternal conversation (maximum of fifteen
minutes per person)
5. Overall information about Spiritism
The next symposium (2018) will happen in the
capital of the United States of America, Washington,
D.C.
For more information on the U.S. Spiritist Symposia,
please go to http://www.spiritistsymposium.org.

20th Anniversary
of the United States
Spiritist Federation
The United States Spiritist Federation will promote
a special celebration regarding its 20th anniversary. It
will happen in the city of New York on November 25.
For more information, please go to www.spiritist.us.
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Spiritist Book Drive
for South Africa
Kardec Radio successfully closed the campaign for
Spiritist books in English to South Africa. The books
are being shipped to their destination in Lydenburg
in July. More than a few hundreds were donated by
listeners from around the world.
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